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Arduino's ubiquity and simplicity has led to a gigantic surge in the use of microcontrollers to build

programmable electronics project. Despite the low cost of Arduino, you're still committing about $30

worth of hardware every time you build a project that has an Arduino inside. This is where Adafruit's

Trinket comes in. Arduino-compatible, one-third the price, and low-power, the Trinket lets you make

inexpensive and powerful programmable electronic projects. Written by one of the authors of

Adafruit's Trinket documentation, Getting Started with Trinket gets you up and running quickly with

this board, and gives you some great projects to inspire your own creations.
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View larger      Three Questions for author Mike Barela   Who is your book written for?   The book

was written for anyone looking to start expanding their knowledge of using programmable

microcontrollers in places where a low-cost, small-size programmable capability is desired. This



includes the fields of wearables, sensing, lights and display, and the Internet of Things. Those

looking to gather information or to act on information can use the Adafruit Trinket microcontroller in

small but powerful projects.   What need does it fulfill for your readers?   Most microcontrollers are

large, expensive, power hungry, and complex. The Trinket is small, inexpensive, power efficient,

and easy to use. Getting Started with Adafruit Trinket guides the reader through the steps of

discovering Trinket and exploring its capabilities through 15 projects designed to highlight use and

provide demonstration software.   What&#039;s the most exciting thing happening in

microcontrollers?   Trinket facilitates two of the fastest growing segments in hardware use today:

wearables and Internet sensing. Wearable electronics have become a new frontier in computing

innovation and information/human interaction. Trinket is small enough to be placed into wearable

designs, providing interactive responses and complex light and sound.   The Internet of Things is

more than "smart" toasters. Trinket can read a wide variety of analog and digital sensors and

provide that information locally or around the world. Also, many folks just want to add interactivity in

fun, novel projects. Trinket is a natural for low-cost animation and display in these instances with

new projects being demonstrated in social media.       More About Adafruit Trinket       Using Trinket

is a low cost, low guilt method of implementing exciting projects.     Interactive light use with smart

multicolor LEDs is simple for Trinket.     A Trinket project can be powered from rechargeable

lithium-polymer batteries to untether it from the wall.     If the project is a prototype for production,

the Trinket&#039;s ATtiny85 can be incorporated into the final product.

I enjoyed the book for the most part. But to say, "This library may not work with Trinket unless you

make changes.."(paraphrased) is not a "Getting Started" level suggestion as it assumes

considerable coding skills have already been mastered - not to mention leaving the reader with a

number of hanging, unresolved issues. The hardware illustrations are certainly non-technical

"beginner level" but the software issues seem to blur into discussions of Uno (et al), drifting away

from "Getting Started" with Trinket. I hope that's fair. I will re-read the book and edit / re-submit. The

book does provide many links to other resources - always a plus.

Good introduction to the Adafruit Trinket before investing in the boards. Can also apply to the

Adafruit Gemma wearable. Major complaint with this book and most Make: books, is the lack of a

table of contents at the beginning of the book. I like to scan the TOC for the list of topics and

projects.



Great book! Great layout. Easy to follow instructions and the usual quality product from Make: You

won't go wrong with this book.

Great book, well written especially for the novice. Looking forward to getting the hardware and doing

some of the projects.

The trinket is one of the best controllers for developing with. The projects in the book are good for

learning and great fun.

Book is very good. I did still need to follow the information of the adafruit web site.

Not bad. A little out of my interest zone except for the technical information part.

i love gadgets, and microprocessors and how things work.. very good book on how to use this little

workhorse
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